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The specific deterrence doctrine and labeling theory predict opposite effects of
punishment on individual rates of deviance. The limited cross-sectional evidence
available on the question is inconsistent, and experimental evidence has been
lacking. The Police Foundation and the Minneapolis Police Department tested these
hypotheses in a field experiment on domestic violence. Three police responses to
simple assault were randomly assigned to legally eligible suspects: an arrest;
"advice" (including, in some cases, informal mediation); and an order to the suspect
to leave for eight hours. The behavior of the suspect was trackedfor six months after
the police intervention, with both official data and victim reports. The official
recidivism measures show that the arrested suspects manifested significantly less
subsequent violence than those who were ordered to leave. The victim report data
show that the arrested subjects manifested significantly less subsequent violence
than those who were advised. The findings falsify a deviance amplification model of
labeling theory beyond initial labeling, and fail to falsify the specific deterrence
prediction for a group of offenders with a high percentage of prior histories of both
domestic violence and other kinds of crime.

Sociologists since Durkheim ([1893]
1972:126) have speculated about how the
punishmentof individualsaffects their behavior. Two bodies of literature, specific deterrence and labeling, have developed competing
predictions (Thorsell and Klemke, 1972).
Durkheim, for example, implicitly assumed
with Bentham that the pains of punishment
deter people from repeating the crimes for
which they are punished, especially when
punishmentis certain, swift and severe. More
recent work has fostered the ironic view that
punishment often makes individuals more
likely to commit crimes because of altered interactional structures, foreclosed legal opportunities and secondary deviance (Lemert,
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1951, 1967; Schwartz and Skolnick, 1962;
Becker, 1963).
Neither prediction can muster consistent
empiricalsupport. The few studies that allege
effects generallyemploy weak designs in which
it is difficult, if not impossible, to control
plausibly for all importantfactors confounded
with criminaljustice sanctions and the rulebreakingbehaviorthat may follow. Thus, some
claim to show that punishmentdeters individuals punished(Clarke,1966;F.B.I., 1967:34-44;
Cohen and Stark, 1974:30;Kraut, 1976;Murray and Cox, 1979; McCord, 1983), while
others claimto show thatpunishmentincreases
their deviance (Gold and Williams, 1969;
Shoham, 1974; Farrington, 1977; Klemke,
1978). Yet all of these studies suffer either
methodologicalor conceptualflaws as tests of
the effects of punishment(Zimringand Hawkins, 1973; Gibbs, 1975;Hirschi, 1975;Tittle,
1975),especially the confoundingof incarceration with attempts to rehabilitateand the frequent failure to differentiate effects for different types of offenders and offenses (Lempert, 1981-1982).
Perhaps the strongest evidence to date
comes from a randomized experiment conducted by Lincoln et al. (unpubl.). The experiment randomly assigned juveniles, who
had already been apprehended, to four different treatmentsrankedin their formality:release; two types of diversion; and formal
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charging.The more formaland official the processing, the more frequent the repeat criminality over a two-year follow-up period. This
study supportslabelingtheory for arrestedjuveniles, althoughit cannot isolate the labeling
or deterrenteffects of arrest per se.
In all likelihood, of course, punishmenthas
not one effect, but many, varyingacross types
of people and situations(Chambliss,1967;Andenaes, 1971). As Lempert (1981-1982:523)
argues, "it is only by attendingto a range of
such offenses that we will be able to develop a
general theory of deterrence." The variables
affecting the deterrability of juvenile delinquency, white-collarcrime, armedrobberyand
domestic violence may be quite different.
Carefulaccumulationof findingsfromdifferent
settings will help us differentiatethe variables
which are crime-or situation-specificandthose
which apply across settings.
In this spirit, we report here a study of the
impact of punishment in a particularsetting,
for a particular offense, and for particular
kinds of individuals.Over an eighteen-month
period, police in Minneapolis applied one of
three intervention strategies in incidents of
misdemeanordomestic assault: arrest; ordering the offender from the premises; or some
form of advice which could includemediation.
The three interventions were assigned randomly to households, and a critical outcome
was the rate of repeat incidents. The relative
effect of arrest should hold special interestfor
the specific deterrence-labelingcontroversy.
POLICINGDOMESTICASSAULTS
Police have been typically reluctant to make
arrests for domestic violence (Berk and
Loseke, 1981), as well as for a wide range of
other kinds of offenses, unless victims demand
an arrest, the suspect insults the officer, or
other factors are present(Sherman,1980).Parnas's (1972) qualitative observations of the
Chicago police found four categories of police
action in these situations: negotiating or
otherwise "talkingout" the dispute; threatening the disputantsand then leaving;askingone
of the parties to leave the premises; or (very
rarely) makingan arrest.
Similar patterns are found in many other
cities. Surveys of batteredwomen who triedto
have their domestic assailants arrestedreport
that arrest occurred in 10 percent (Roy,
1977:35)or 3 percent (see Langley and Levy,
1977:219)of the cases. Surveys of police agencies in Illinois (Illinois Law Enforcement
Commission, 1978) and New York (Office of
the Minority Leader, 1978) found explicit
policies against arrest in the majority of the
agencies surveyed. Despite the fact that vio-

lence is reported to be present in one-third
(Bard and Zacker, 1974)to two-thirds(Black,
1980) of all domestic disturbancespolice respond to, police departmentdata show arrests
in only 5 percent of those disturbancesin Oakland (Hart, n.d., cited in Meyer and Lorimer,
1977:21),6 percent of those disturbancesin a
Colorado city (Patrick et al., n.d., cited in
Meyer and Lorimer, 1977:21)and 6 percent in
Los Angeles County (Emerson, 1979).
The best availableevidence on the frequency
of arrestis the observationsfromthe Black and
Reiss study of Boston, Washington and
Chicago police in 1966 (Black, 1980:182).
Police responding to disputes in those cities
made arrests in 27 percent of violent felonies
and 17 percent of the violent misdemeanors.
Among married couples (Black, 1980:158),
they made arrests in 26 percent of the cases,
but tried to remove one of the parties in 38
percent of the cases.
An apparentpreference of many police for
separatingthe parties ratherthan arrestingthe
offenderhas been attackedfromtwo directions
over the last fifteen years. The originalcritique
came from clinical psychologists, who agreed
that police should rarely make arrests (Potter,
1978:46;Fagin, 1978:123-24) in domestic assault cases, and argued that police should
mediate the disputes responsible for the violence. A highly publicizeddemonstrationproject teachingpolice special counselingskills for
family crisis intervention(Bard, 1970)failed to
show a reduction in violence, but was interpreted as a success nonetheless. By 1977, a
national survey of police agencies with 100 or
more officers found that over 70 percent reporteda family crisis interventiontrainingprogramin operation.While it is not clear whether
these programs reduced separation and increased mediation, a decline in arrests was
noted for some (Wylie et al., 1976). Indeed,
many soughtexplicitlyto reduce the numberof
arrests (University of Rochester, 1974; Ketterman and Kravitz, 1978).
By the mid-1970s, police practices were
criticized from the opposite direction by
feminist groups. Just as psychologists succeeded in havingmanypolice agenciesrespond
to domestic violence as "half social work and
halfpolice work,"feministsbeganto arguethat
police put "too much emphasis on the social
work aspect and not enough on the criminal"
(Langley and Levy, 1977:218). Widely publicized lawsuits in New York and Oakland
sought to compel police to make arrests in
every case of domestic assault, and state
legislatures were lobbied successfully to reduce the evidentiary requirementsneeded for
police to make arrests for misdemeanor
domestic assaults. Some legislatures are now
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considering statutes requiringpolice to make
arrests in these cases.
The feminist critique was bolstered by a
study (Police Foundation, 1976) showing that
for 85 percent of a sample of spousal
homicides, police had intervenedat least once
in the precedingtwo years. For 54 percent of
the homicides, police had intervened five or
more times. But it was impossibleto determine
from the cross-sectional data whether making
more or fewer arrestswould have reducedthe
homicide rate.
In sum, police officers confrontinga domestic assault suspect face at least threeconflicting
options, urged on them by different groups
with differenttheories. The officers'colleagues
might recommend forced separation as a
means of achieving short-termpeace. Alternatively, the officers' trainers might recommend mediation as a means of getting to the
underlying cause of the "dispute" (in which
both parties are implicitly assumed to be at
fault). Finally, the local women's organizations
may recommend that the officer protect the
victim (whose "fault," if any, is legally irrelevant) and enforce the law to deter such acts in
the future.
RESEARCH DESIGN
In response to these conflicting recommendations, the Police Foundation and the
MinneapolisPolice Departmentagreedto conduct a randomized experiment. The design
called for random assignment of arrest, separation, and some form of advice which could
includemediationat the officer'sdiscretion.In
addition,there was to be a six-monthfollow-up
period to measure the frequency and seriousness of domestic violence after each police intervention.The advantagesof randomizedexperimentsare well known and need not be reviewed here (see, e.g., Cook and Campbell,
1979).
The design only applied to simple (misdemeanor)domestic assaults, where both the
suspect and the victim were present when the
police arrived. Thus, the experimentincluded
only those cases in which police were empowered (but not required)to make arrests under
a recently liberalizedMinnesotastate law; the
police officer must have probablecause to believe that a cohabitantor spouse had assaulted
the victim withinthe last four hours (but police
need not have witnessed the assault). Cases of
life-threatening or severe injury, usually
labeled as a felony (aggravatedassault), were
excluded from the design for ethical reasons.
The design called for each officer to carry a
pad of reportforms, color coded for the three
differentpolice actions. Each time the officers

encountered a situation that fit the experiment's criteria, they were to take whatever
action was indicatedby the reportform on the
top of the pad. We numberedthe forms and
arrangedthem in random order for each officer. The integrityof the randomassignment
was to be monitoredby research staff observers ridingon patrol for a sample of evenings.
After police action was taken, the officer
was to fill out a brief report and give it to the
researchstaff for follow-up.As a furthercheck
on the randomizationprocess, the staff logged
in the reports in the order in which they were
received and made sure that the sequence corresponded to the originalassignmentof treatments.
Anticipatingsomethingof the victims' background, a predominantlyminority, female research staff was employed to contact the victims for a detailedface-to-face interview,to be
followed by telephone follow-up interviews
every two weeks for 24 weeks. The interviews
were designed primarilyto measure the frequencyandseriousnessof victimizationscaused
by the suspect after the police intervention.'
The research staff also collected criminaljustice reports that mentioned the suspect's
name during the six-month follow-up period.
CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT
As is common in field experiments, implementation of the research design entailed
some slippagefrom the originalplan. In order
to gather data as quickly as possible, the experiment was originally located in the two
Minneapolisprecincts with the highestdensity
of domestic violence crime reportsand arrests.
The 34 officers assigned to those areas were
invited to a three-day planning meeting and
asked to participatein the study for one year.
All but one agreed. The conference also produced a draft order for the chief's signature
specifying the rules of the experiment. These
rules created several new situations to be excluded from the experiment, such as if a suspect attemptedto assault police officers, a victim persistentlydemandedan arrest, or if both
parties were injured. These additional exceptions, unfortunately,allowed for the possibility of differentialattritionfrom the separation and mediation treatments. The imI The protocols were based heavily on instruments
designed for an NIMH-funded study of spousal violence conducted by Richard A. Berk, Sarah
Fenstermaker Berk, and Ann D. Witte (Center for
Studies of Crime and Delinquency, Grant #MH34616-01). A similar protocol was developed for the
suspects, but only twenty-five of them agreed to be
interviewed.
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plications for internal validity are discussed
later.
The experiment began on March 17, 1981,
with the expectation that it would take about
one year to produce about 300 cases (it ran
until August 1, 1982, and produced 330 case
reports.) The officers agreed to meet monthly
with the project director (Sherman) and the
project manager (Wester). By the third or
fourthmonth, two facts became clear: (1) only
about 15 to 20 officers were either coming to
meetingsor turningin cases; and (2) the rate at
which the cases were turnedin would make it
difficultto complete the projectin one year. By
November, we decided to recruitmore officers
in orderto obtaincases more rapidly.Eighteen
additionalofficers joined the project, but like
the originalgroup, most of these officers only
turnedin one or two cases. Indeed,three of the
originalofficers producedalmost 28 percentof
the cases, in part because they worked a particularlyviolent beat, and in partbecause they
had a greatercommitmentto the study. Since
the treatments were randomized by officer,
this createdno internalvalidityproblem.However, it does raise construct validity problems
to which we will later return.
There is little doubtthat manyof the officers
occasionally failed to follow fully the experimentaldesign. Some of the failureswere due
to forgetfulness, such as leaving the report
pads at home or at the police station. Other
failures derived from misunderstandingabout
whetherthe experimentappliedin certainsituations; application of the experimental rules
under complex circumstanceswas sometimes
confusing. Finally, from time to time there
were situations that were simply not covered
by the experiment'srules.
Whetherany officers intentionallysubverted
the design is unclear. The plan to monitorrandomization with ride-along observers broke
down because of the unexpectedly low incidence of cases meeting the experimental
criteria. The observers had to ride for many
weeks before they observed an officer apply
one of the treatments. We tried to solve this
problemwith "chase-alongs,"in which the observers rode in their own car with a portable
police radio and drove to the scene of any
domestic call dispatched to any officer in the
precinct. Even this method failed.
Thus, we are left with at least two disturbing
possibilities. First, police officers anticipating
(e.g., from the dispatch call) a particularkind
of incident, and finding the upcoming experimentaltreatmentinappropriate,may have occasionally decided to void the experiment.
That is, they may have chosen to exclude certain cases in violation of the experimentaldesign. This amounts to differential attrition,

which is clearly a threat to internal validity.
Note that if police officers blindly decided to
exclude certain cases (e.g., because they did
not feel like filling out the extra forms on a
given day), all would be well for internal validity.
Second, since the recording officer's pad
was supposed to govern the actions of each
pair of officers, some officers may also have
switched the assignmentof driver and recording officer after decidinga case fit the study in
order to obtain a treatment they wanted to
apply. If the treatments were switched between driver and recorder, then the internal
validity was again threatened. However, this
was almostcertainlyuncommonbecause it was
generally easier not to fill out a report at all
than to switch.
Table 1 shows the degree to which the treatments were delivered as designed.2 Ninetynine percent of the suspects targetedfor arrest
actuallywere arrested,while only 78 percentof
those to receive advice did, and only 73 percent of those to be sent out of the residencefor
eight hours were actually sent. One explanation for this pattern, consistent with the experimental guidelines, is that mediating and
sending were more difficultways for police to
control the situation, with a greaterlikelihood
that officers mightresortto arrestas a fallback
position. When the assigned treatment is arrest, there is no need for a fallback position.
For example, some offenders may have refused to comply with an order to leave the
premises.
Such differentialattritionwould potentially
bias estimates of the relative effectiveness of
arrestby removinguncooperativeand difficult
offenders from the mediation and separation
treatments.Any deterrenteffect could be underestimatedand, in the extreme, artifactual
support for deviance amplificationcould be
found. That is, the arrestgroupwould have too
many "bad guys" relative to the other treatments.
We can be more systematic about other factors affecting the movement of cases away
from the designed treatments.The three delivered treatments represent a polychotomous
outcome amenable to multivariate statistical
analysis. We applied a multinominallogit formulation (Amemiya, 1981:1516-19;Maddala,
1983:34-37), which showed that the designed
treatment was the dominant cause of the
treatment actually received (a finding suggested by Table 1). However, we also found
that five other variableshad a statisticallysig2 Sixteen cases were dropped because no treatment was applied or because the case did not belong
in the study (i.e., a fight between a father and son).
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Table 1. Designedand DeliveredPolice Treatments each successive wave; only 161 victims proin Spousal Assault Cases
vided all 12 follow-up interviews over the six
Designed

Delivered Treatment

Treatment Arrest Advise Separate

Arrest
Advise
Separate
Total

98.9Wo 0.0%
(91)
(0)
17.6%

77.8%

(19)
22.8%

(84)
4.4%

(26)
43.4%
(136)

(5)
28.3%
(89)

Total

1.1%
(1)

29.3%
(92)

(5)
72.8%

(108)
36.3%

(83)
28.3%
(89)

(114)
100%0
(314)

4.6%

34.4%

niflicanteffect on "upgrading"the separation
and advice treatments to arrests: whether
police reportedthe suspect was rude; whether
police reportedthe suspect tried to assaultone
(or both) of the police officers; whetherpolice
reportedweapons were involved; whether the
victim persistentlydemandeda citizen's arrest;
and whethera restrainingorderwas being violated. We found no evidence that the backgroundor characteristicsof the suspect or victim (e.g., race) affectedthe treatmentreceived.
Overall, the logit model fit the data very
well. For well over 80 percentof the cases, the
model's predicted treatment was the same
as the actual treatment (i.e., correct classifications), and minor alterations in the assignment threshold would have substantially
improvedmatters. Moreover,a chi-squaretest
on the residualswas not statisticallysignificant
(i.e., the observed and predicted treatments
differedby no more thanchance). In summary,
we were able to model the assignmentprocess
with remarkablesuccess simply by employing
the rules of the experimental protocol (for
more details, see Berk and Sherman, 1983).
We were less fortunatewith the interviews
of the victims; only 205 (of 330, counting the
few repeat victims twice) could be located and
initial interviews obtained, a 62 percent completion rate. Many of the victims simply could
not be found, either for the initialinterviewor
for follow-ups: they either left town, moved
somewhereelse or refusedto answerthe phone
or doorbell. The research staff made up to 20
attempts to contact these victims, and often
employed investigative techniques (asking
friendsand neighbors)to findthem. Sometimes
these methodsworked, only to have the victim
give an outrightrefusal or break one or more
appointments to meet the interviewer at a
"safe" location for the interview.
The response rate to the bi-weeklyfollow-up
interviews was even lower than for the initial
interview, as in much research on women
crime victims. After the first interview, for
which the victims were paid $20, there was a
gradual falloff in completed interviews with

months, a completion rate of 49 percent.
Whether paying for the follow-up interviews
would have improvedthe response rate is unclear; it would have added over $40,000to the
cost of the research.Whenthe telephoneinterviews yielded few reports of violence, we
moved to conduct every fourth interview in
person, which appeared to produce more reports of violence.
There is absolutely no evidence that the experimentaltreatmentassigned to the offender
affected the victim's decision to grant initial
interviews. We estimated a binary logit equation for the dichotomousoutcome: whetheror
not an initial interview was obtained. Regressors includedthe experimentaltreatments
(with one necessarily excluded), race of the
victim, race of the offender, and a numberof
attributes of the incident (from the police
sheets). A joint test on the full set of regressors
failedto rejectthe nullhypothesisthat all of the
logit coefficients were zero. More important
for our purposes, none of the t-values for the
treatmentswas in excess of 1.64; indeed, none
was greaterthan 1.0 in absolutevalue. In short,
while the potential for sample selection bias
(Heckman, 1979; Berk, 1983) certainly exists
(and is considered later), that bias does not
stem from obvious sources, particularlythe
treatments.This implies that we may well be
able to meaningfullyexamine experimentaleffects for the subset of individualsfrom whom
initial interviews were obtained. The same
conclusions followed when the follow-up
interviews were considered.
In sum, despite the practical difficulties of
controlling an experiment and interviewing
crime victims in an emotionally charged and
violent social context, the experiment succeeded in producinga promisingsampleof 314
cases with complete official outcome measures
and an apparently unbiased sample of responses from the victims in those cases.
RESULTS
The 205 completed initial interviews provide
some sense of who the subjects are, although
the data may not properlyrepresentthe characteristicsof the full sampleof 314. They show
the now familiarpatternof domestic violence
cases coming to police attentionbeing disproportionately unmarried couples with lower
than average educational levels, disproportionatelyminorityand mixed race (blackmale,
white female), and who were very likely to
have had prior violent incidents with police
intervention. The 60 percent suspect unemploymentrate is strikinglyhighin a community
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Table 2. Victim and Suspect Characteristics:Initial Interview Data and Police Sheets

N

=

A. Unemployment
61%
Victims
60o
Suspects
B. Relationshipof Suspect to Victim
Divorced or separatedhusband
Unmarriedmale lover
Currenthusband
Wife or girlfriend
Son, brother, roommate,other
C. PriorAssaults and Police Involvement
Victims assaultedby suspect, last six months
Police interventionin domestic dispute,
last six months
Couple in CounselingProgram
D. PriorArrests of Male Suspects
Ever Arrested For Any Offense
Ever Arested For Crime Against Person
Ever Arrestedon Domestic Violence Statute
Ever ArrestedOn An Alcohol Offense
E. Mean Age
30 years
Victims
32 years
Suspects
F. Education
< high school
high school only
> high school
G. Race
White
Black
Native American
Other
205 (Those cases for which initial interviews were obtained)

with only about 5 percent of the workforce
unemployed.The 59 percentpriorarrestrate is
also strikingly high, suggesting (with the 80
percent prior domestic assault rate) that the
suspects generally are experienced lawbreakers who are accustomed to police interventions. But with the exception of the heavy representationof Native Americans(due to Minneapolis' uniqueproximityto many Indianreservations), the characteristicsin Table 2 are
probably close to those of domestic violence
cases coming to police attentionin other large
U.S. cities.
Two kinds of outcome measureswill be considered. One is a police-recorded "failure"of
the offenderto survivethe six-monthfollow-up
periodwithouthavingpolice generatea written
report on the suspect for domestic violence,
either through an offense or an arrest report
written by any officer in the department,or
througha subsequentreport to the projectresearch staff of a randomized(or other) intervention by officers participatingin the experiment. A second kind of measure comes from

3%
45%

35%
2%
15%
80Wo
60%
27%
59%

31%
5%
29%o

Victims
43%
33%
24%
Victims
57%
23%
18%
2%

Suspects
42%
36%
22%
Suspects
45%
36%
16%
3%

The two kinds of outcomes were each formulated in two complementary ways: as a
dummy variable (i.e., repeat incident or not)
and as the amount of time elapsed from the
treatmentto either a failure or the end of the
follow-up period. For each of the two outcomes, three analyses were performed: the
first using a linear probabilitymodel; the second using a logit formulation;and the third
using a proportional hazard approach. The
dummy outcome was employed for the linear
probability and logit analyses, while the
time-to-failurewas employed for the proportional hazard method.3
Given the randomization, we began in
traditional analysis of variance fashion. The
official measure of a repeat incident was regressed on the treatmentreceived for the sub-

3 In additionto the linear probabilitymodel, the
logit and proportionalhazard formulationscan be
expressed in forms such that the outcome is a probability (e.g., the probabilityof a new violent incident).
slightlydifferentresponsefunctions
the interviews with victims, in which victims However, three
are implied.We had no theoreticalbasis for selecting
were asked if there had been a repeat incident the properresponsefunction,andconsequentlyused
with the same suspect, broadly defined to in- all three. We expected that the substantiveresults
clude an actual assault, threatenedassault, or could be essentially invariantacross the three forpropertydamage.
mulations.
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Table 3. ExperimentalResults for Police Data
Linear
t-value
Coef

Variable
Intercept (separate)

Arrest
Advise

0.24

5.03*

-1.10

-4.09*

-0.14
-0.05

-2.21*
-0.79

-1.02
-0.31

-2.21*
-0.76

F = 2.01

P=

.07

Proportional
HazardRate
t-value
Coef

Logistic
t-value
Coef

-2.28*
-0.88

-0.97
-0.32

Chi-square = 5.48

Chi-square = 5.19

P=.06

P=.07

N = 314
* p < .05, two-tailed test.

set of 314 cases (out of 330) that fell within the
definitionof the experiment.Comparedto the
baselinetreatmentof separation,whichhadthe
highest recidivism rate in the police data, the
arrest treatment reduced repeat occurrences
by a statisticallysignificantamount(t = -2.38).
Twenty-six percent of those separated committeda repeatassault, comparedto 13percent
of those arrested.The mediationtreatmentwas
statistically indistinguishablefrom the other
two. To help put this in perspective, 18.2 percent of the households failed overall.
The apparenttreatmenteffect for arrest in
this conventionalanalysis was suggestive, but
there was a dangerof biasedestimatesfromthe
"upgrading"of some separation and advise
treatments.In response, we appliedvariations
on the correctionsrecommendedby Barnowet
al. (1980:esp. 55). In brief, we insertedinstrumental variables in place of the delivered
treatments when the treatment effects were
analyzed. These instruments, in turn, were
constructed from the multinomiallogit model
described earlier.4
Table 3 shows the results of the adjusted
models. The first two columns report the results for the linear probability approach.
Again, we find a statisticallysignificanteffect
for arrest (t = -2.21). However, it is well
known that the linear probabilitymodel will
produce inefficientestimates of the regression
coefficients and biased (and inconsistent)estimates of the standard errors. Significance
tests, therefore,are suspect. Consequently,we
also estimateda logit model, with prettymuch
the same result.At the meanof the endogenous
variable (i.e., 18.2 percent), the logit coefficient for arrest translatesinto nearly the same
effect (i.e., -.15) found with the linear proba-

censoring.In brief, one cannotobserve failures
that occur after the end of the experimental
period, so that biased (andinconsistent)results
follow. Thus, we applieda proportionalhazard
analysis (Lawless, 1982:Ch. 7) that adjustsfor
right-handcensoring. In this model the timeto-failure dependent variable is transformed
into (roughly)the probabilityat any given moment duringthe six-monthfollow-upperiod of
a new offense occurring, given that no new
offenses have yet been committed. The last
two columns of Table 3 indicatethat, again, an
effect for arrest surfaces (t = -2.28). The
coefficient of -0.97 implies that comparedto
the baseline of separation,those experiencing
an arrest were less likely to commit a new
battery by a multiplicativefactor of .38 (i.e.,
e raised to the -0.97 power). If the earlierresults are translatedinto comparableterms, the
effects described by the proportionalhazard
formulationare the largest we have seen (see
footnote 4). But the majormessage is that the
arrest effect holds up under three different
statistical methods based on slightly different
response functions.Overall,the police data indicate that the separationtreatmentproduces
the highest recidivism, arrest produces the
lowest, with the impact of "advise" (from
doing nothing to mediation) indistinguishable
from the other two effects.
Table 4 shows the results when self-report
data are used. A "failure"is defined as a new
assault, property destruction or a threatened
assault. (Almost identicalresults follow from a
definitionincludingonly a new assault.) These
results suggest a different ordering of the
effects, with arrest still producingthe lowest
recidivism rate (at

9%o), but with advice

producingthe highest (37%).
Overall,28.9 percentof the suspects in Table
bility model (t = -2.21).
One might still object that the use of a 4 "failed." Still, the results are much the same
dummy variable outcome neglects right-hand as found for the official failuremeasure. However, given the effective sample of 161, we are
vulnerable to sample selection bias. In re4 We did not simply use the conditional expectasponse, we applied Heckman's (1979) sample
tions of a multinomial logit model. We used an alterselection corrections. The results were virtunative procedure to capitalize on the initial random
ally unchanged (and are therefore not reassignment. The details can be found in Berk and
ported).
Sherman (1983).
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Table 4. ExperimentalResults for Victim Report Data
Linear
t-value
Coef

Variable
Intercept (advise)

Arrest
Separate

Logistic
t-value
Coef

0.37

5.54*

-0.53

-1.70

-0.18
-0.04

-2.00*
-0.35

-0.94
-0.15

-2.01*
-0.10

F = 2.31

Chi-square = 4.78

Proportional
HazardRate
t-value
Coef
-2.05*
-0.09

-0.82
-0.27

Chi-square = 4.36

P=.11

P=.09
P= .10
N = 161 (Those cases for which all follow-up interviews were obtained)
* p < .05, two-tailed test.

An obvious rival hypothesis to the deterrent
effect of arrest is that arrest incapacitates. If
the arrested suspects spend a large portion of
the next six months in jail, they would be expected to have lower recidivismrates. But the
initialinterviewdata show this is not the case:
of those arrested, 43 percent were released
within one day, 86 percent were released
within one week, and only 14 percent were
released after one week or had not yet been
released at the time of the initial victim inter-

view. Clearly, there was very little incapacitation, especially in the context of a six-month
follow-up. Indeed, virtuallyall those arrested
were released before the first follow-up interview. Nevertheless, we introducedthe length
of the initial stay in jail as a control variable.
Consistent with expectations, the story was
virtuallyunchanged.
Another perspective on the incapacitation
issue can be obtainedby looking at repeatviolence which occurred shortly after the police
intervened. If incapacitationwere at work, a
dramaticeffect should be found in households
experiencingarrest,especiallycomparedto the
households experiencing advice. Table 5
shows how quickly the couples were reunited,
and of those reunitedin one day, how many of
them, accordingto the victim, began to argue
or had physical violence again. It is apparent
that all of the police interventionseffectively
stopped the violence for a 24-hourperiod after
the couples were reunited. Even the renewed
quarrelswere few, at least with our relatively
small sample size. Hence, there is again no
evidence for an incapacitationeffect. There is

also no evidence for the reverse: that arrested
offenderswould take it out on the victim when
the offender returnedhome.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The experiment'sresults are subjectto several
qualifications.One cautionis thatboth kindsof
outcome measures have uncertain construct
validity. The official measure no doubt neglects a large number of repeat incidents, in
part because many of them were not reported,
and in part because police are sometimes reluctant to turn a family "dispute" into formal
police business. However, the key is whether
there is differentialmeasurementerrorby the
experimental treatments; an undercount randomly distributedacross the three treatments
will not bias the estimatedexperimentaleffects
(i.e., only the estimate of the intercept will be
biased). It is hard to imagine that differential
undercountingwould come solely from the actions of police, since most officers were not
involved in the experimentand could not have
known what treatmenthad been delivered.
However, there might be differentialundercounting if offenders who were arrestedwere
less likely to remainon the scene after a new
assault. Having been burnedonce, they might
not wait aroundfor a second opportunity.And
police told us they were less likely duringthe
follow-up period (and more generally) to record an incident if the offender was not present. For example, there would be no arrest
forms since the offender was not available to
arrest. If all we had were the official outcome

Table 5. Speed of Reunion and Recidivism by Police Action
Time of Reunion

Police Action

Within
One Day

More than
One Day but
Less Than
One Week

Longer
or No
Return

Arrested
32%
30%
38%
(and released)
10%
31%
57%
Separated
Advised
N = 202 (Down from the 205 in Table 2 due to missing data)

(N)

New
Quarrel
Within
A Day

New
Violence
Within
A Day

(N=76)
(N=54)
(N=72)

(2)
(6)
(4)

(1)
(3)
(1)
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measures, there would be no easy way to refute this possibility. Fortunately, the selfreport data are not vulnerable on these
grounds, and the experimental effects are
found nevertheless.
It is also possible that the impact for arrest
found in the official outcome measure represents a reluctanceof victims to call the police.
That is, for some victims, the arrestmay have
been an undesirable intervention, and rather
than face the prospectof anotherarrestfrom a
new incident,these victims mightdecide not to
invoke police sanctions. For example, the arrest may have cost the offender several days'
work and put financialstress on the household.
Or the offender may have threatened serious
violence if the victim ever called the police
again. However, we can againobserve that the
self-reportdata would not have been vulnerable to such concerns, and the experimentaleffects were found nevertheless. The only way
we can see how the self-reportdata would fail
to supportthe official data is if respondentsin
households experiencing arrest became more
hesitant to admit to interviewers

that they had

been beaten a second time. Since there was no
differential response rate by treatment, this
possibility seems unlikely. If the arrestedsuspects had intimidatedtheir victims more than
the other two treatmentgroups, it seems more
likely that such intimidationwould have shown
up in noncooperationwith the interviewsthan
in differentialunderreportingof violence in the
course of the interviews.
This is not to say thatthe self-reportdata are
flawless; indeedthere is some reasonto believe
that there was undercountingof new incidents.
However, just as for the official data, unless
there is differentialundercountingby the experimentaltreatments,all is well. We can think
of no good reasons why differential undercounting should materialize. In summary,
internalvalidity looks rather sound.
The construct validity of the treatments is
more problematic.The advice and separation
interventions have unclear content. Perhaps
"good" mediation, given consistently, would
fare better comparedto arrest. The more general point is that the treatmenteffects for arrest
are only relative to the impact of the other
interventions.Shouldtheircontentchange, the
relative impactof arrestcould change as well.
Likewise, we noted earlierthat a few officers
accountedfor a disproportionatenumberof the
cases. What we have been interpreting,therefore, as results from different intervention
strategies could reflect the special abilities of
certain officers to make arrest particularlyeffective relative to the other treatments. For
example, these officers may have been less
skilled in mediationtechniques. However, we

re-estimatedthe models reported in Tables 3
and 4, including an interactioneffect to capture the special contributionsof our high-productivity officers. The new variable was not
statistically significant, and the treatmenteffect for arrest remained.
Finally, Minneapolisis hardlyrepresentative
of all urbanareas. The MinneapolisPolice Department has many unusual characteristics,
and differentjurisdictionsmightwell keep suspects in custody for longer or shorterperiods
of time. The message shouldbe clear: external
validity will have to wait for replications.
Despite these qualifications, it is apparent
that we have found no supportfor the deviance
amplificationpoint of view. The arrest intervention certainly did not make things worse
and may well have made things better. There
are, of course, many rejoinders.In particular,
over 80 percent of offenders had assaultedthe
victims in the previous six months, and in over
60 percent of the households the police had
intervenedduringthat interval.Almost 60 percent of the suspects had previously been arrested for something. Thus, the counterproductiveconsequences of police sanction, if
any, may for many offenders have already
been felt. In labeling theory terms, secondary
deviation may already have been established,
producinga ceiling for the amplificationeffects
of formalsanctioning.However, were this the
case, the arrest treatmentprobablyshould be
less effective in households experiencing recent police interventions.No such interaction
effects were found. In futureanalyses of these
data, however, we will inductivelyexplore interactions with more sensitive measures of
police sanctioningand prior criminalhistories
of the suspects.
There are, of course, many versions of
labelingtheory. For those who theorize that a
metamorphosisof self occurs in response to
official sanctions over a long period of time,
our six-monthfollow-up is not a relevant test.
For those who arguethat the developmentof a
criminal self-concept is particularlylikely to
occur duringa lengthyprison stay or extensive
contact with criminaljustice officials, the dosage of labelingemployed in this experiemntis
not sufficient to falsify that hypothesis. What
this experiment does seem to falsify for this
particularoffense is the broaderconception of
labeling implicit in the prior research by Lincoln et al. (unpubl.), Farrington (1977) and
others: that for every possible increment of
criminaljustice response to deviance, the more
increments (or the greater the formality)
applied to the labeled deviant, the greater the
likelihood of subsequentdeviation. The absolute strengthof the dosage is irrelevantto this
hypothesis, as long as some variationin dosage
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is present. While the experimentdoes not falsify all possible "labelingtheory" hypotheses,
it does at least seem to falsify this one.
The apparent support for deterrence is
perhaps more clear. While we certainly have
no evidence that deterrencewill work in general, we do have findingsthat swift imposition
of a sanction of temporaryincarcerationmay
deter male offendersin domestic assaultcases.
And we have producedthis evidence from an
unusuallystrongresearchdesign based on random assignmentto treatments.In short, criminal justice sanctions seem to matter for this
offense in this settingwith this groupof experienced offenders.
A number of police implications follow.
Perhaps most important,police have historically been reluctantto make arrestsin domestic assault cases, in part fearingthat an arrest
could make the violence worse. Criminaljustice sanctions weakly appliedmight be insufficient to deter and set the offenderon a course
of retribution.Ourdata indicatethat such concerns are by and large groundless.
Police have also felt that making an arrest
was a waste of their time: without the application of swift and severe sanctions by the
courts, arrest and booking had no bite. Our
results indicate that only three of the 136 arrested offenders were formally punished by
fines or subsequent incarceration.This suggests that arrest and initial incarcerationalone
may produce a deterrenteffect, regardlessof
how the courts treat such cases, and thatarrest
makes an independentcontributionto the deterrence potential of the criminaljustice system. Therefore, in jurisdictions that process
domestic assault offenders in a mannersimilar
to that employed in Minneapolis,we favor a
presumption of arrest; an arrest should be
made unless there are good, clear reasons why
an arrest would be counterproductive.We do
not, however, favor requiring arrests in all
misdemeanordomestic assault cases. Even if
our findings were replicated in a number of
jurisdictions,there is a good chance that arrest
works far better for some kinds of offenders
than others and in some kinds of situations
better than others.5 We feel it best to leave
police a loophole to capitalize on that variation. Equallyimportant,it is widely recognized
that discretionis inherentin police work. Simply to impose a requirementof arrest, irrespective of the features of the immediatesituation, is to invite circumvention.
5 Indeed, one of the major policy issues that could
arise from further analysis of the interaction effects
would be whether police discretion should be guided
by either achieved or ascribed relevant suspect characteristics.
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AN APPROACH TO SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS IN
SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH*
JAE-ON KIM

Universityof Iowa
Sociologists, in particular, and social scientists, in general, are plagued by both
weak theory and weak data. When the existing theory is insufficient to make all the
relevant parameters of a statistical model identified, we often introduce dubious
assumptions to make the model identifiable. In a similar way, when the variables
under examination do not meet the measurement levels required by the statistical
model, we sometimes pretend as if they do. As a means of evaluating the extent to
which the parameter estimates are sensitive to such potential errors in model
specification and data, a new approach to sensitivity analysis is proposed. The
sensitivity index, which is the key to the new approach, has been widely used in
different disciplines under a variety of different names.

As we employ increasinglypowerfulstatistical tools in sociological research, we are often
faced with problems caused by weak theory
and weak data. On one hand, we may not have
sufficienttheory to fully specify the statistical
model, and on the other, we may have to rely
on data containing a variety of nonrandom
errors. Faced with these problems, we could
refrain from using these techniques and
thereby forgo important explorations which
only such powerful methods can provide. Or,
we could proceedas if therewere no problems.
For instance, we may introduceenough arbitrary assumptionsto make the model identifiable and go on to interpret the results as
usual;likewise we could treatthe variablesthat
are measured,at best, on an ordinalscale as if
they met more stringent measurement requirements.
A sensitivity analysis, which evaluates how
sensitive the conclusions of a statistical
analysisare to possible misspecificationsin the
model and errors in the data, can alleviate the
problem.Such an analysiscannotin itself solve
* Direct all correspondence to: Jae-On Kim, Department of Sociology, University of Iowa, Iowa
City, IA 52242.
The author is grateful to Jane Hansen, Barry
Markovsky, Fred Pampel, Toby Parcel, David Parton, Jay Teachman, and Diana Hix Warner, who
have read earlier versions of the paper and given
valuable comments, and to two anonymous reviewers of ASR for their comments and advice.

inherentproblemsin weak theory or data, but
it can minimize the chance of making false
conclusions. Better still, it may occasionally
provide us with the happy finding that some
parameterestimates are insensitive to minor
inadequaciesin model specification and data.
The mainobjectives of this paperare to propose a generalapproachto sensitivityanalysis,
to apply it to a sociological problem, and to
persuaderesearchersto use it as an indispensable part of their data analysis. Sociologists
(e.g., Duncan, 1969; Hauser, 1971; Jencks et
al., 1972) have used a variety of sensitivity
analyses, which Land and Felson (1978) reviewed. These approaches, however, address
only the problemsthat arise when weak theory
forces the researcherto introducearbitraryassumptionsinto the model, but not the problem
of errorsin data. The approachproposed here
can deal with both misspecification in the
statistical model and possible errors in data.The key to this new approachis an index of
sensitivity, which has been used in other disciplines, under different names, and in slightly
different contexts.' By introducing a new
1 The mathematical foundation for it is readily
available in standard calculus texts under the heading
of implicit function theorem or total differential (see,
e.g., Courant and John, 1974). Readers interested in
pursuing the topic further may consult literature
dealing with the Lagrange multiplier or undetermined coefficients in optimization, comparative
statics and input-output analysis in economics, and
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